
Benefits 

Gain strategic insights

Stay ahead of technology trends

Connect business with IT in your 
own scenario

Get a realistic perspective on what’s 
possible

Start or accelerate your AI journey

Delivered  by Microsoft Regional 
Director and Most Valued Professional 

Who is is for?
Business and tech decision makers and key members of business and IT

Tech 
Envision 
Workshop

Discover the Future of Technology with Expert Insights 
and Real-World Examples

Join us for an immersive and enlightening tech 
envisioning session, custom designed for your 
company, 1:1 format,  where we delve into the 
transformative potential of Cloud and AI in 
shaping the future of your business.

Gain valuable insights, explore the latest 
trends, and learn how to leverage Microsoft 
technologies to stay ahead in this dynamic 
digital landscape.



Topics 

1. The Cloud Story 2023 and Beyond

Uncover the latest technology trends in 
Cloud computing

Explore effective adoption scenarios for 
businesses of all sizes

Overcome challenges in Cloud migration 
through real projects and customer 
success stories

2.  Cloud as AI Enabler
Understand the role of Cloud in accelerating AI adoption in the enterprise

Discover cutting-edge AI innovations driven by OpenAI and Microsoft

Explore real-life AI tools and their applications across industries

3.  Microsoft Tech Updates
Stay updated with the latest advancements in Microsoft technologies

Explore new features and enhancements across the Microsoft tech stack

Learn how to leverage these updates to enhance productivity and drive 
business growth

Learn about taxonomy and best practices for implementing AI solutions

Gain insights on where and how to start your AI journey

Register for free at sales@avaelgo.com

Why Avaelgo?
Top level Microsoft certified engineers 

Direct acces to Microsoft MVP/RD 
network 

24/7/365 team availability

Flexible delivery

Microsoft Solution Partner Designation for 
Azure Workloads and Advanced 
Specialization in key Azure Areas

16 years of Cloud expertise in complex 
customer environments 


